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ABSTRACT
The generative deep learning models such as the generative
adversarial networks (GAN) have been shown to efficiently
generate visually appealing images by learning the natural
scene statistics. However, the signal fidelity, instead of the vi-
sual quality, has been largely ignored in the generation process,
especially for the highly structural regions. In this paper, we
introduce a region-aware visual signal restoration scheme to
achieve a good balance between visual quality and fidelity. As
a specific example of this framework, we develop an enhanced
decoding scheme with hybrid neural networks, such that the
base fidelity layer and texture quality enhancement layer are
combined adaptively to restore the compressed images. The
efficiency of the proposed framework is demonstrated with
extensive experimental results, which show favorable perfor-
mance against the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Image restoration, generative adversar-
ial networks, enhanced image decoding, perceptual quality,
fidelity

1. INTRODUCTION
The deep generative models are powerful in modeling the
statistical distribution of the target data. The so-called gener-
ative adversarial networks (GANs) [1] are attractive in many
ways: they can adequately capture the natural scene statis-
tics in a data-driven manner; adversarial learning is efficient
in generating visually appealing images. In contrast to the
non-adversarial model which only minimizes pixel-wise L2

distance, the discriminator forces the generator to reconstruct
images to be “real” enough. Therefore, they can achieve sur-
prising perceptual restoration performance in low-level vision
tasks such as single image super-resolution (SISR) [2, 3].

Though quality is an essential attribute in human visual
perception, another vital factor, i.e., the signal fidelity, however,
has been largely ignored during the generation process, which
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leads to very low objective values such as peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) [2, 4]. It is generally acknowledged that the
signal level fidelity should also be well preserved to convey the
visual information convincingly. As such, a natural question
that how to balance fidelity and quality arises in the visual
communication and restoration task. Given these issues, as
an intersection between visual communication and restoration,
the enhanced image decoding task is specifically investigated
in this paper.

Generally speaking, the human visual system prefers sharp
edges and abundant textures. Though GAN based methods pro-
duce high-quality texture, high-frequency information around
edges is not realistic such that the fidelity is severely degraded.
Furthermore, edges convey more valuable information than
textures in visual transmission, thus requiring high fidelity
to preserve the structural information that is intended to be
conveyed. To achieve the desired performance concerning
both fidelity and quality, we propose a novel region-aware
framework based on the marriage of deep neural networks
and traditional signal processing. More specifically, we adopt
pixel-wise L2 distance to train a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) for restoring signal fidelity of images. To
reproduce the structured edge information, we introduce the
edge-prior into the CNN as Edge-CNN such that the decoded
image is further restored as the base fidelity layer. Subse-
quently, we take advantage of GAN to generate textures with
pleasing perceptual quality. Inspired by the work [3], we adopt
texture matching loss and incorporate adversarial loss to build
a Texture-GAN to obtain the texture enhancement layer. Ulti-
mately, the local statistics of edges and textures [5] in signal
level are considered to acquire a region-aware binary mask,
such that the base fidelity layer and the texture enhancement
layer can be merged into the final enhanced decoding image.
Extensive experimental results show that our proposed method
can well balance the signal fidelity and perceptual quality,
achieving favorable performance against the state-of-the-art
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
addressing the problem of balancing perceptual quality and
signal fidelity in the image restoration tasks using GANs.
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Fig. 1: The pipeline of the proposed region-aware enhanced decoding framework. The parameter k denotes the kernel size,
n indicates the feature map numbers and s refers to the stride for each convolutional layer in the neural networks.

2. RELATED WORK
GANs. Goodfellow et al. [1] first proposed the GANs for im-
age synthesis. Due to the powerful generative capability, the
design philosophy of GAN has been also applied in many im-
age processing applications. For example, Isola et al. [6] pro-
posed Pix2Pix in the image-to-image translation task. Ledig et
al. [7] proposed SR-GAN with the perceptual loss to address
the SISR problem, which achieves the visually pleasing result
compared with the state-of-the-art works. Nevertheless, the
visually pleasing results are achieved at the cost of signal level
fidelity degradation. In other words, there is a high deviation
between the generated visually pleasing images and the desired
images.

Enhanced Image Decoding. There are two main branches of
approaches aiming to reconstruct compressed images using
deep learning. One branch [8] directly uses pixel-wise L2 dis-
tance to train CNNs. Incorporating with deeper convolutional
layers [9], multi-scale losses [10] and DCT prior [11, 12],
they can achieve better signal fidelity with high PSNR val-
ues. The other branch of methods [4, 13, 14] introduce GANs
to improve perceptual quality. Though they perform well in
reconstructing perceptually pleasing images, the restoration
degrades the signal fidelity with poor objective values. Our
work aims to balance the signal fidelity and perceptual quality
in an adaptive way.

3. REGION-AWARE FRAMEWORK FOR
BALANCING FIDELITY AND QUALITY

Given a decoded image Id which is a compression version of
the original image Io, we aim to restore the image to obtain Ir

with high perceptual quality textures as well as high fidelity
edges. The pipeline of our proposed framework is presented
in Fig. 1, which consists of three modules. The first module
is an edge convolutional neural network (Edge-CNN) that
generates the base fidelity layer LB . The second module is
a texture generative adversarial network (Texture-GAN) by
incorporating the pre-trained VGG-19 [15] network to produce
the texture enhancement layer LT . However, neither of the
two layers can meet the requirements of both high quality
textures and high fidelity edges. Therefore, the third module is
merging the two layers with coarse region-aware binary mask

by orientation diversity fromLB . Ultimately, the reconstructed
image Ir is attained by fusing LB and LT adaptively.

3.1. Base Fidelity Layer
LB aims to restore the fidelity from the decoded images. To
recover the sharp edges efficiently, we adopt an edge prior
of Io following the spirit of [14] as the guidance such that
edge detection can be regarded as a joint task with CNN in
the reconstruction process. As such, this is termed as the edge
convolutional neural network (Edge-CNN). The architecture
details of Edge-CNN are shown in Fig. 1. The output of
the feature extraction stack is divided into two sub-branches:
one is the features for image restoration, and the other is the
predicted edge ÎE . We employ edge structure map from Io as
the edge prior label, denoted as IE , and guides the network
to perform multi-task learning. Eventually, the features and
the predicted edge maps are merged to restore the final image.
To obtain LB , we combine two loss functions to train the
Edge-CNN,

LBase = LMSE + LEdge. (1)

To ensure the fidelity of LB , we calculate the pixel-wise MSE
loss as follows,

LMSE =
1

WHC
‖Io − Ir‖22 , (2)

where W , H and C denotes the width, height and number
of channels in the image. Then we employ the edge fidelity
loss as a regularization term, which computes the L2 distance
between predicted and original edge maps,

LEdge =
1

WH

∥∥∥ÎE − IE∥∥∥2
2
, (3)

where W and H are the width and height of the edge map.
The labelled edge map IE is extracted by a specific edge filter
on Io. As such, the loss LBase involves the preservation of
signal and edge fidelity.

3.2. Texture Enhancement Layer
Endeavoring to generate the abundant textures in LT to im-
prove the perceptual quality, we design a novel texture gen-
erative adversarial network (Texture-GAN) motivated by [3].
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In particular, we combine the adversarial mechanism with the
pre-trained VGG-19 network which develops perceptual loss
and texture matching loss to generate LT . As presented in
Fig. 1, the architecture of the generator is similar to Edge-
CNN without edge-predicting sub-branch. We employ the
architecture of the discriminator in [7]. To train Texture-GAN,
several components for perceptual quality are applied,

LTexture = LMSE + λ1LPercep + λ2LTM + λ3LAdv,
(4)

where the weights, {λi}, indicates the trade-off parameters
to balance the multiple loss terms. We empirically set λ1 to
10−6, λ2 to 10−6 and λ3 to 10−3.

We employ the VGG-19 pre-trained networks to compute
the perceptual loss and texture matching loss. We define F l ∈
RNl×Ml as the features in the l-th layer of the pre-trained
VGG-19 network, where Nl is the number of feature maps
and Ml is the size of feature map. F l

i,j is the activation of the
i-th filter at position j in layer l. To encourage the network
to preserve semantic feature representations with the original
images, we calculate the perceptual loss as,

LPercep =
1

N4M4
‖F4(I

o)− F4(I
r)‖22 , (5)

where Fl(I
o) is the fourth pooling feature of VGG-19 network.

Subsequently, we use texture matching loss in [3] to capture
the texture details,

Ll
TM =

1

4N2
l M

2
l

∥∥Gl(Io)−Gl(Ir)
∥∥2
2
, (6)

where the Gram matrix Gl ∈ RNl×Nl in the l-th layer is
defined as the correlation between features which can represent
style information. Each element Gl

i,j is defined as the inner
product between the feature map i and j which is calculated
as follows,

Gl
i,j =

∑
k

F l
i,kF

l
j,k. (7)

and the total texture matching loss is the weighted sum through
all layers,

LTM =

L∑
l=1

wlL
l
style. (8)

Here, wl is the weighting parameter of texture matching loss
at l-th layer. The Relu1-1, Relu2-1 and Relu3-1 of the pre-
trained VGG-19 networks are utilized to calculate the texture
matching loss. To achieve local texture similarity between Ir

and Io, we adopt the specific patch size P = 16 following the
work of [3].

Moreover, we incorporate the adversarial mechanism to
distinguish the perceptual quality of the enhanced image. The
goal of the discriminator D is defined to classify Ir from Io

and generate the probability. When the discriminator cannot

classify Ir from Io, Ir is supposed to possess sufficient tex-
ture details. We apply the negative log of this discrimination
probability on the Ir as the adversarial loss to the generative
network,

LAdv = − log (D(Ir)). (9)

Simultaneously, the discriminator minimizes the following
loss function,

LD = − log (D(Io)− log (1−D(Ir)). (10)

3.3. Region-aware Binary Mask
LT specializes in producing abundant textures while the sig-
nal level fidelity cannot be well preserved. To balance the
quality in textures and fidelity in edges and other areas, we
consider to transfer the textures in designated regions from LT

into LB . To this end, we adopt the method in [5] to generate
region-aware binary mask by using a novel designed orienta-
tion diversity detector to distinguish the unstructured texture
areas in LB . More specifically, the difference between the
unstructured textures and the structured edges lies in the orien-
tation diversity of the local area, as shown in Fig. 1. Ideally,
the distribution of the structured edge area is not complicated
(e.g., only two orientations: 0◦, 150◦). While for the unstruc-
tured texture area, it possesses many different orientations.
Therefore, we classify the textures and edges through the dis-
tribution diversity of the orientations. The gradient direction
of each pixel x is regarded as its orientation θ(x). Then we
take a local region to calculate the histogram of the orientation.
The orientation diversity value Od(x) can be calculated as the
sparsity of its corresponding the histogram [5].

In the local structured edge area, the θ(x) values are very
similar such that Od(x) is relatively small. By contrast, the
local unstructured texture area possesses dissimilar θ(x) such
that the Od(x) is relatively large. Therefore, we first apply
the orientation diversity detector on LB . For each pixel x
in LB , we compute the corresponding orientation diversity
value Od(x). Then we set the threshold as T , and if the value
Od(x) is larger than T , this pixel is regarded as belonging to
unstructured texture area such that the corresponding mask
value is set to be 1. Otherwise, the corresponding mask value
is 0. In this way, the region-aware binary mask is obtained. In
our experiments, the value of the threshold T is empirically
set as 5. With the region-aware binary mask, we can merge
the texture areas in LT and other regions in LB into the final
region-aware enhanced image Ir with high-quality textures
and high fidelity edges.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Implementation Details
Datasets. To train both Edge-CNN and Texture-GAN,
2060 natural images are selected from Waterloo Exploration
Database [16]. Evaluations are conducted on two commonly
used datasets: LIVE1 and the validation set of BSDS500 [17].
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Fig. 2: Qualitative results shown on two complex textured details. The top image is selected in the BSDS500 validation set,
while the bottom is the example image of the LIVE1 dataset.

We compress images with MATLAB JPEG encoder in [18] at
quality factor QF = 10 to achieve low bit-rate image coding.
Moreover, we apply the Sobel operator [19] on the original
images to obtain edge prior images to train Edge-CNN.

Training Details. We implement our network using Tensor-
Flow framework [20]. We directly employ the RGB com-
pressed images for training. For the Edge-CNN, we set the
batch size as 16 and randomly sample patches in the size of
16 × 16 to form the pairs. Regarding Texture-GAN, we uti-
lize patches in the size of 224× 224 and set the batch size to
be 4. For the LeakyReLU of the discriminator network, the
slope of the leak α is set as 0.2. The optimizer Adam [21]
with momentum term β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and the learning
rate 10−4 are used for all of the training of the networks. We
trained Edge-CNN for 2000 epochs and Texture-GAN for 200
epochs on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU.

4.2. Comparisons with the State-of-the-Arts
To validate our proposed scheme which is designed to balance
the fidelity and quality, we compare the proposed method with
the following algorithms:
• AR-CNN [8], L4 [9], and CAS-CNN [10]: The non-

adversarial models which train neural networks with
pixel-wise L2 distance loss function.

• GAN proposed by Galteri [4] and EP-GAN [14]: The
adversarial models which apply GANs for compression
artifact reduction.

• The base fidelity layer LB produced by Edge-CNN and
the texture enhancement layer LT generated by Texture-
GAN.

Quantitative Evaluations. To be consistent with the state-of-
the-art methods, we use the luminance channel to calculate
the objective quality scores in terms of PSNR, PSNR-B [22]
and SSIM [23]1. As presented in Table 1, the adversarial
models perform poor against all the non-adversarial models in
objective metrics. Though EP-GAN with the aid of edge prior
in GAN has higher values than other GAN-based methods, the
quality scores are still lower than the non-adversarial models.
However, the proposed method which inherits the advantages
of LB can preserve the signal fidelity and achieves comparable

1We use the metric codes provided by ARCNN for evaluation. We report
the result of ARCNN by the publicly available pre-trained model, and the
results of remaining methods from their corresponding publications.

values against the non-adversarial models in all metrics. To
further evaluate the fidelity of edge areas, we introduce E-
PSNR which detects the edge areas of images and calculate
corresponding PSNR values. Table 2 shows that the proposed
method restores the edges better than AR-CNN and EP-GAN.

Qualitative Evaluations. As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed
method can generate complex textures compared with the non-
adversarial models which are over-smooth in texture areas.
This also provides useful evidence that our proposed method
can achieve a good balance between high perceptual quality
and high fidelity compared with the state-of-the-art methods.

Table 1: The average results of PSNR (dB), PSNR-B (dB), SSIM
on the images of LIVE1 and BSDS500 validation set compressed by
JPEG at QF =10.

Methods LIVE1 BSDS500
PSNR PSNR-B SSIM PSNR PSNR-B SSIM

JPEG 27.77 25.36 0.791 27.61 24.98 0.777
AR-CNN [8] 28.97 28.71 0.822 28.82 28.49 0.805

L4 [9] 29.08 28.71 0.824 - - -
CAS-CNN [10] 29.44 29.19 0.833 - - -

LB 29.85 29.43 0.848 29.42 28.90 0.829
GAN [4] 27.29 26.69 0.773 - - -

EP-GAN [14] 28.80 28.04 0.823 28.45 27.59 0.798
LT 28.73 27.81 0.822 28.32 27.22 0.800

Proposed 29.41 28.63 0.842 28.95 28.00 0.821

Table 2: The average results of E-PSNR (dB) on the images of
LIVE1 and BSDS500 validation set compressed by JPEG at QF =10.

Datasets JPEG ARCNN [8] EP-GAN [14] Proposed
LIVE1 21.25 21.88 22.01 22.22

BSDS500 20.91 21.51 21.48 21.68

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present a novel region-aware image restora-
tion framework with hybrid neural networks to achieve a good
balance between visual quality and signal fidelity. Two restora-
tion layers using deep neural networks are deliberately de-
signed. Edge-CNN restores the base fidelity layer, targeting
at the signal fidelity of images especially in edge areas. By
contrast, texture-GAN generates perceptual pleasing textures
in the texture enhancement layer. With the region-aware mask,
the two layers are merged into the final enhanced decoding
image. Experimental results confirm that our proposed method
can achieve satisfactory restoration results in terms of both
quantitative and qualitative evaluations.
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